Fume Alert

TM

Wireless, portable protection to
deter criminal activity.
The Control Panel is the
brains of the system and
is powered by 110v or
12v battery.

Fume Alert is a portable intrusion alarm system for monitoring the status of a fumigation, and
deterring intruders.
The system consists of a cellular control panel, wireless infrared motion sensors and sirens that
can be programmed to alarm when there is activity at the job site. The panel can also notify the
fumigator by SMS Text messages when specific sensors are triggered. Up to five cell numbers
can be notified of a trigger event.
The fumigator places sensors and sirens on the outside and inside of the structure; each
sensor is assigned its own zone number, this zone information is SMS texted when a sensor
is triggered. It is recommended that you configure the system whereby exterior zones are
between 10 and 19, and interior zones are between 20 and 29 so you can easily understand
from the SMS text message if the trigger event is an exterior or interior area of the fumigation.

Photos from a real live fumigation.

Controller - 110v. or 12v. powered. Receives the message
from the wireless sensors, then
triggers alarms and/or sends
text message to the fumigator.

Wireless Infrared
Motion Sensors
placed in key traffic
areas alert any human motion.

Range Extender Use these Repeaters
to extend the range
between wireless
sensors and the controller.

Perimeter Protection - IR Motion
Sensors placed between the
tent and structure, near doors,
will pick up intruders inside the
tent.

Fumigators Starter Kit:
1 Control Panel with Cellular SIM Card* (110v.)
(includes carrying case and power cord)
8 IR Motion Sensors
4 Wireless Sirens/Flashing Lights
2 Repeaters/Range Extenders
(above come in divided plastic case)
*SMS Messages Require $40 per month telemetry package

Fume Alert is a deterrent only. No guarantees are made that this will prevent any criminal activity or protect any property.
When used properly it should alert criminals to leave a property.
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Wireless Sirens
and flashing lights.
These are placed
throughout the
house, can be
programmed for one
minute or more.

